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Recap

I You normally think of estimating regression functions of the
form:

Yi = Xiβ + ei

I We saw that nonparametric methods do not specify a
functional form a priori

Yi = m (Xi) + ei

I This allows the data to ‘speak for itself’ but does not lend
itself to giving one answer (‘How does X affect y??)



Recap

I Kernel methods are based on smoothing the data,
weighting observations closer to the point of interest more
closely than those far away

I The key decision you have to make with these methods is
what constitutes ‘close’ and ‘far away’ — this is controlled
by the bandwidth, h

I The bandwidth should be selected optimally by
cross-validation



Kernel Regression

I Using

m̂ (x) =
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i=1

wi (x)Yi

and
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gives the Kernel Regression function estimator (Nadaraya
(1964), Watson (1964)):
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Confidence Intervals

I Standard errors are also defined pointwise

sem̂(x) =
[

cσ̂2

nhf̂ (x)
]
]

where
I c is a constant that depends on the kernel function used

(e.g. Gaussian c = 0.5
√
π.

I Estimator of the variance is:

σ̂2 =
1
n

n∑
i=1

(Yi − m̂(x))2

I The 95% pointwise confidence interval is then:

m̂(x) + /− 1.96sem̂(x)



Cross Validation

I The choice of bandwidth has caused much head
scratching within the literature on nonparametric
regression

I Very important to the overall quality of our regression
output but it is hard to work out exactly how to optimally
choose its value.

I One popular and practical approach to bandwidth selection
is cross-validation. This method makes the choice of
bandwidth directly dependent on the data.



Cross Validation

I Method starts with a direct estimate of the squared error of
the regression and then picks the bandwidth to minimize
this estimate. The sum of squared errors is given as:∑

(yi − ŷi)
2 =

∑
ê2

i (1)



Cross Validation

I One selects h to minimise the sum of squared "leave one
out" residuals:

CV =
N∑

i=1

(yi − m̂¬i(Xi))
2 (2)

where m̂¬i(Xi) is the estimator obtained by omitting the i th

observation, {Xi , yi}.



Multivariate kernels

I There is no fundamental methodological difference
between kernel regression in the univariate and
multivariate settings.

m̂H(x) =
∑N

i=1 KH(x− Xi)yi∑N
i=1 Kh(x− Xi)

(3)

I The multivariate kernel function KH is typically chosen as
the as the product of univariate kernels:

K (u) =
d∏

j=1

K (uj) (4)



The Curse of Dimensionality

I The rate of convergence of nonparametric estimates to the
truth falls in the number of dimensions of the problem.

I Plotting high dimensional outputs is rarely ever possible
making the interpretation of any results very difficult.



The Curse of Dimensionality

I There are three main approaches that researchers use to
reduce the complexity of high dimensional problems.

1. Variable selection in a nonparametric regression.
2. Using semi- or nonparametric indices.
3. Using nonparametric link functions.
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Marginal Treatment Effects



Partially linear model

I The partially linear model has two parts: a parametric
component Xβ and a nonparametric component mz(Z ).

yi = Xiβ + mz(Zi) + ei (5)

with E(ei) = 0

I We will focus on the seminal approach suggested by
Robinson (1988), which involves "concentrating out" the
unknown function mz using a double residual regression.

I This estimator for β is consistent, asympotically normal
and converges at the parametric rate.



Partially linear model

I To convey the essential theory behind the Robinson
estimator, take expectations of the partially linear model
with respect to Zi to yield:

E(yi |Zi) = E(Xiβ|Zi) + E(mz(Zi)|Zi) + E(ei |Zi) (6)
= E(Xi |Zi)β + mz(Zi) (7)

I Subtracting this from the full model removes the unknown
function mz to leave:

yi − E(yi |Zi) = (Xi − E(Xi |Zi))β + ei (8)
eyi = exiβ + ei (9)



Partially linear model

I Robinson (1988) suggested first estimating E(yi |Zi) and
E(Xi |Zi) by Nadaraya-Watson regressions and then using
the associated residuals êyi and êxi to estimate β̂.

yi = my (Zi) + eyi (10)
Xi = mx(Zi) + exi (11)

with the estimators

m̂y (z) =

∑N
i=1 Kh(z − Zi)yi∑N
i=1 Kh(z − Zi)

(12)

m̂d
x (z) =

∑N
i=1 Kh(z − Zi)X d

i∑N
i=1 Kh(z − Zi)

(13)
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Testing a Parametric Approximation

I You might want to see if you can approximate a
nonparametric functions by some parametric polynomial
alternative

I Hardle and Mammen (1993) develop a test statistic for
comparing the nonparametric and parametric regression
fits using the squared deviations between them

TN = N
√

h
N∑

i=1

(m̂z(Zi)− m̂z(Zi , θ))
2 (14)

I To obtain critical values for the test, use a wild bootstrap

I Implemented in Stata



Single Index Models

I Single index models (SIMs) are another important and
popular class of semiparametric methods.

I In these models, E(y |X ) = g(Xβ), where g(·) is often
referred to as the link function.

I These models are only nonparametric in one dimension —
which is very useful for alleviating the Curse!



Single Index Models

I You will have come across SIMs many times before

I Many parametric models are single index- Logit, Probit,
Tobit. . .

I These models based on strong functional form and
distributional assumptions, which you might want to relax
— or at least examine the robustness of your results to
relaxing these restrictions.



Single Index Models

I Semiparametric SIMs keep a linear form for the index (Xβ)
but allow the link function (g(·)) to be any smooth function.

I Two different approaches are typically taken to estimate β
and g(·):

1. Iterative approximation of β using semiparametric least
squares (SLS) or pseudo maximum likelihood estimation
(PMLE).

2. Direct estimation of β using the average derivative of the
regression function.



Single Index Models

I Although the nitty-gritty varies across the different
methods, the basic approach to estimation can be
summarised as follows:

1. Estimate β by β̂.

2. Compute index values v̂ = Xβ̂.

3. Estimate the link function g(·) using nonparametric
regression of y on v̂ .



Identification issues

I Note that X cannot include an intercept — the function g(·)
will include any location and level shift.

I Further, the level of β is not identified and thus a
normalisation criterion is required.

I This is typically achieved by setting one element of β equal
to 1.

I Require X to include a continuously distributed variable
that is informative for y — it is impossible to identify the
continuous function m on a discrete support.



Semiparametric Least Squares

I Semiparametric least squares was introduced by Ichimura
(1993).

I The approach is motivated by the insight that, if g(·) were
known, we could estimate β using nonlinear least squares.

I This would involve picking β to minimise the criterion
function:

S(β,g) =
N∑

i=1

(yi − g(Xiβ))
2 (15)

I Sadly for us, this estimator is infeasible- we do not know
the structure of the nonparametric link function (this is what
we are trying to find out!).



Semiparametric Least Squares

I Ichimura proposed replacing the unknown function g(·)
with the ‘leave-one-out estimator’, resulting in a technique
with a similar flavour to the cross validation method

I In fact, Hardle, Hall and Ichimura (1993) suggest picking β
and h to jointly minimise S(β).

I Under the approach, the parameter vector β is chosen to
minimise:

S(β) =
N∑

i=1

(yi − ĝ¬i(Xiβ))
2 (16)

where

ĝ¬i(Xiβ) =

∑
i 6=j Kh

(
(Xi − Xj)β

)
yi∑

i 6=j Kh
(
(Xi − Xj)β

) (17)



Semiparametric Least Squares

I There are two elements to the estimation process for β:

1. For a given β and h, evaluate S(β);

2. Jointly select the β and h that minimize S(β).
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